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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This deliverable provides supporting documentation for the official deliverable D6.1, the initial release
of the CactoSim simulation framework. It presents the reader with the scope of the deliverable, initial
requirements and architectural design for CactoSim. Updated requirements are given, and the
foundations that CactoSim are built upon are described.

A description of the architecture of the CactoSim V1.0 release is given, and this leads into a description
of the graphical user interface by which users can interact with the tool. Provisioning is described, as
well as licensing information. Finally, a feature description is given for CactoSim, with an overview of
planned future releases also described.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The use of simulation gives the ability to predict system behaviour and produce information for largescale data centres without starting a single VM. Predicting the effect of changes in the data centre, e.g.
other storage systems with higher I/O performance, assuming only linear dependencies between
properties such as I/O performance and application performance are over-simplifications. The complex
algorithms of typical use cases in the domain (such as the business analytics, scientific computing and
enterprise systems domains focused on in the CACTOS project) require more in-depth simulation taking
into account such elements as computation-bound and I/O-bound periods as well as access times and
contention during resource access. Simulation environments allow for the hiding of complexity from
users and reason on changes in the environment, e.g. different storage access types or different data
centre topology optimisation algorithms, making it easier to obtain results and concentrate on finding
the appropriate solution.

This document provides supporting documentation for the initial prototype of CactoSim simulation
framework. Its purpose is to provide the reader with documentation to support the first release of
CactoSim. Simulation provides the means for resource utilisation analysis making it an essential tool for
data centre planning and optimisation. Depending on the design and purpose of an experiment,
simulation can integrate with models based on, for example, hardware configuration, network topology
and workload. CactoSim reflects real data centre state by using application component composition
models linked through a deployment model with a hardware resource environment model. Besides
structural information, user behaviour is captured via a usage model containing representation of user
arrival rate, request delay and request call order. These models also include actual events occurring
within a data centre, e.g. HDD failure, VM admission. Having this network of models allows for the
changing of each aspect independently from the others thereby evaluating individual changes effects on
the whole composition. As a result, information on resource and system utilisation under controlled and
reproducible conditions can be obtained eliminating the complexity, hardware usage, and costs
associated with a typical test-bed experiment setup.

CactoSim plays the role of a context-aware decision-support tool for data centre management. Data
centre operators are able to retrieve up-to-date automatically created models of heterogeneous
hardware and virtual landscape components from the Runtime Model Storage provided by CactoScale.
By using CactoSim, these obtained real system models then can be manually edited further in order to
validate and evaluate optimisation algorithms via what-if-analyses basing results on such metrics as cost
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and risk. Produced results, in the form of simulated predictions, are derived from collected historical
system data such as resource utilisation, usage patterns, failure rates and existing optimisation
strategies.

1. SCOPE OF THIS DELIVERABLE
This deliverable provides supporting documentation for the V1.0 release of the CactoSim initial
prototype.

2. DOCUMENT CONTENTS
Section I provided an introduction to this deliverable. Section II summarises the requirements list for the
CactoSim simulation framework initial prototype. Section III gives a description of the foundations that
CactoSim is built upon. Section IV introduces the architectural diagram explaining its components,
functions and extension points introduced by CactoSim. Section V gives an overview and description of
the initial CactoSim user interface, mainly provided by the Palladio plug-in. Section VI gives an overview
of provisioning through the provided through the standard Eclipse based installation methods. Section
VII provides the licensing information for CactoSim. Section VIII gives a feature description, currently
available in the CactoSim V1.0 release. Finally Section IX provides future planned features at a high
level.

3. RELATED DOCUMENTS
The following documents are related to this deliverable:


Internal Deliverable CACTOS Consortium. (2014). IR6.1 Simulation Framework Requirements
and Design. provides the list of functional and non-functional requirements and an overview of
alternative cloud simulation tools



Deliverable CACTOS Consortium. (2014). D5.1 Model Integration and Supporting Tooling. in part
describes general planned CactoSim integration with CactoOpt and CactoScale
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II. INITIAL REQUIREMENTS TABLE
The initial version of the CactoSim simulation framework prototype delivered in Month 12 provides an
initial capability to simulate, experiment with and validate the performance of the developed intelligent
context-aware cloud topology optimization strategies. Table 1 gives an initial requirements overview for
CactoSim. Requirements were derived by conducting a study of already available cloud simulation tools
and analysing the use cases of all CACTOS partners in which they would benefit from predictive analyses
of cloud data centres. More details can be found in Internal deliverable CACTOS Consortium. (2014).
IR6.1 Simulation Framework Requirements and Design. submitted in Month 6.

It is important to note that in the first release of CactoSim, support for the virtualisation features such
as hardware resource encapsulation by hypervisor is limited, therefore it is assumed that each Virtual
Machine (VM) has only one application (software, job or service) running at the one time. This
assumption allows an application model to be used as a VM model. This limitation will be addressed in
future CactoSim releases by introducing a “Layered Component Model” feature.

Identifier

Type

Requirement

F.1

Functional Ability to model a data centre

F.2

Functional Ability to model a Virtual Machine (VM)

F.3

Functional Ability to model a rack

F.5

Functional Management tools

F.6

Functional Ability to model CPU, I/O, RAM, network

F.7

Functional Ability to model application topology

F.8

Functional Ability to model application (VM) deployment

F.9

Functional Ability to model application (VM) usage models

F.10

Functional Use of historical node workload data for forecast

F.11

Functional Use of historical VM workload data for future system behaviour forecasts

F.12

Functional Use of historical node energy consumption for forecast

F.13

Functional Perform “what if“ analysis i.e. hardware failure

F.14

Functional Perform optimisation based infrastructure model transformations

F.15

Functional Capture application performance output

F.16

Functional Capture application resource demand output

F.17

Functional Capture infrastructure workload output

F.18

Functional Graphic User Interface tools for building and editing models, simulation
management and visualisation tools

F.19
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certain time period
F.20

Functional Experiment runtime progress and current status feedback, i.e. subtask
execution report, error report, simulation start and finish

NF.1

Non

Reliability: Ability to perform experiments with low possibility of

Functional application failure. The exact metrics will be defined later stage after
establishing the operational profile of the tool
NF.2

Non

Performance: Will vary depending on task, but comparable to the existing

Functional market solutions analysed in CACTOS Consortium. (2014). IR6.1 Simulation
Framework Requirements and Design.. Distributed remote parallel
processing of experiments is out of scope of this project.
Table 1 Updated requirements for the CactoSim prototype

Within the project CactoSim aims to deliver a simulation framework that relies upon data traces and
their analysis provided by CactoScale and serves as means of validation for CactoOpt at a large scale
addressing the stochastic nature of data centre events, e.g. hardware failure, spike in resource
consumption of individual VMs. The listed requirements are continually reviewed and adjusted
according to the project progression.
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III. CACTOSIM FOUNDATION
CactoSim is built on top of two open source solutions, a software architecture simulation tool called
Palladio [1] and its plugin called SimuLizar [2] which adds support for self-adaptation rules modelling.
This section explains the main concepts behind these two approaches.

1. PALLADIO
Palladio is a toolkit for modelling and testing software architecture implemented in Ecore using the
Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF) [3]. The core of this approach is Palladio Component Model (PCM)
which allows for the modelling of entities for component based software systems that can be linked
together as complex complete software solutions and tested for performance and reliability. The
performance and reliability predictions are made using a resource demanding service effect
specification (RD-SEFF) which includes dependencies between provided and required services of a
component, notions of resource usage, data flow and parametric dependencies [5].

Palladio considers performance of the component based software system directly dependent on four
factors:
• Implementation of the component
• Required services
• Deployment platform (i.e. hardware, middleware, networks)
• The way components are used

Each of above factors can be modelled in specific sub-models and commutatively form a PCM instance
as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Palladio overview [1]
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The Component Model consists of component specifications including a model of their behaviour. The
Composition Model describes the structure of the system by the composition of the components to be
used. In the Deployment Model the components of the system are allocated to physical resources.
Finally, the Usage Model contains the workload induced by the system’s end-users.

As a simulation output PCM produces analysis information which supports evaluation of different
modelled system performance attributes including response time, maximum throughput, resource
utilization, and Quality of Service (QoS) levels supporting previously listed four performance factors [6].

2. SIMULIZAR
SimuLizar is Palladio plug-in under development with self-adaptive system modelling approach based on
the PCM. It introduces two new modelling artefacts:


Palladio Measurement Specification (PMS) – domain specific language describing the data
collection points called sensors.



Self-adaptation rules – used to define conditions and actions for model adaptations

Implementation and functions of SimuLizar can be explained via the diagram shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 SimuLizar architecture [4]

During each step of the simulation process, PMS defined data from sensors is being written to the
Palladio Runtime Model (PRM) container. The update of PRM executes a planning phase by launching
self-adaptive rules. If the conditions defined in self-adaptive rules are met then the PCM adaptations are
executed. After the PCM transformation the next simulation step commences using a new adapted
model version [4].
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IV. ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION
The CactoSim architecture is presented by using multi-layer design shown in Figure 3, which is divided
into three major sections: simulated system component models, monitoring and transformation rules
and simulation engine. Separated by a dotted line, CACTOS produced extensions of CactoSim initial
prototype are shown spread across the architecture sections.

CactoSim Initial Prototype
PCM

CACTOS Extensions

Repository (Component) Model
Interface

Components

RD-SEFF

Black Box
Application Model

System (Composition) Model
Components

Links

Black Box Topology

Resource Environment Model
Resource Container

Processing
Resources

Network

Memory

Allocation (Deployment) Model
Black Box
Deployment

Allocation Assembly

Usage Model
User Actions

Workload

Usage Scenario

Black Box Workload

SimuLizar
Self Adaptive Model Transformation Rules
QVT-O

SDM

Rules Template

Monitor Rules
PMS

Simulation Time

New Elements

Simulation Engine
Measurements
Persistence and
Count
Presentation

Confidence Level

Figure 3 CactoSim’s layered architecture and its relation with the underlying models and tooling of
the Palladio Component Model (PCM) and SimuLizar
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CactoSim is developed through extending Palladio which provides its own component model, the
Palladio Component Model (PCM). The PCM allows for the specification of application design and
hardware joined together following the parametric contract principle whereby the component plays the
role of the supplier to all other user-components [1]. Firstly, CactoSim builds on available component
interactions to initially provide specific definitions of Black Box VMs via Application, Topology,
Deployment and Workload models. Secondly, to address enterprise application use-case or any other
use cases where hardware memory performance plays the lead role in application behaviour, CactoSim
adds the Memory entity to standard PCM resource environment model. This addition completes list of
hardware resources (CPU, HDD, Memory) available for simulation in this iteration. In order to access
new resource (Memory) utilisation data during simulation runtime, CactoSim uses the functionality of
the SimuLizar PMS configuration which has also been modified accordingly.

The example presented starting from Figure 4 through to Figure 8 demonstrates the workflow for data
centre model creation and explains each PCM layer in the architectural diagram (Figure 3). For better
understanding, complexity of models was deliberately reduced presenting the basic black box
application model and small data centre consisting only of one rack holding three nodes. Every model
diagram visualisation was exported directly from the Eclipse UI and is available for the user to
manipulate in CactoSim. More information is presented in Section V.

Firstly, a repository model serves as a representation of the application architecture and includes
information about application components, their resource usage and interfaces. Each component
requires or provides an interface depending on its role and connection requirements. Measuring the
cost of component execution is realised by defining Resource Demand Service Effect Specifications (RDSEFF).

Figure 4 Repository diagram of application behaviour model
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The composition in Figure 4 consists of two basic components called “BB_CPU_MEM” and “BB_HDD”.
As the names suggest, one consumes CPU and memory resources and the other consumes hard drive
I/O. Resource demand is realised by defining the RD-SEFF. Both of the components provide connection
interfaces and also “BB_CPU_MEM” requires an input interface. By using interfaces, the component
topology can be defined later in the system composition model.

Secondly, a system model defines data flow and connections between application components of the
repository model through the use of interfaces. It also supports multiple system interfaces which can
then be linked to the desired usage model. Each component within the system model can later be
assigned to the chosen hardware resource container via the allocation model.

Figure 5 Instance of the system model

Figure 5 presents the method by which repository components from Figure 4 are used to construct a
model representation of two Virtual Machines “VM1” and “VM2”. Both VMs have an independent
external entry point meaning that each VM can have separate usage models.

Thirdly, a resource environment model can be used to create a large set of interconnected nodes for
either whole datacentre representation or just the relevant part under study. The data centre is
presented by modelling nested hardware components and connecting them via network resources.
Properties of each resource container include the Scheduling Policy, Number of Replicas, Mean Time To
9|Page
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Failure (MTTF) and Mean Time To Repair (MTTR). Resource scheduling can be expressed via Delay, FirstCome-First-Serve and Sharing policies. Linking Resource serves as Local Area Network (LAN)
representation with latency and throughput attributes taken into account.

Figure 6 Instance of hardware topology model

The model example shown in Figure 6 depicts one rack called “Rack1” composed of two compute nodes
and one Network Attached Storage (NAS) node respectively called “Node1”, “Node2” and “NAS_Node”.
All of the nodes are then connected by linking a resource LAN called “Internal_Infiniband”.

Fourthly an allocation model links components of the system model with hardware resource containers.
In other words, it specifies which application or part of an application runs on which node. This makes it
possible to calculate hardware resource utilisation of each application component and adjust the
application deployment based upon the predicted quality of service (QoS).
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Figure 7 Instance of resource allocation model

Figure 7 captures the way an allocation model is arranged. In the presented example, both of the VMs
run on separate compute nodes but have storage component at a NAS located on a separate physical
node. The same approach can be used to model more complex multi-tiered distributed applications.

Finally, a usage model describes an ordered chain of application services invoked by a user. A usage
scenario can have an Open or Closed type workload. Open workload means that the total amount of
users is unbounded and usage is defined through the user arrival interval, whereas closed workload has
a set amount of users (Population) constantly using the system with the set interval (Set Time). User
actions are represented via a data flow model applying loop, delay, branch start and stop event actions.
A system call action is used as a holder for application interface access. The model can be derived from
a real system, i.e. historical usage logs, or be completely synthetic, i.e. anticipated maximum amount of
consecutive system users.

Figure 8 Instance of usage model
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The example shown in Figure 8 gives two separate usage scenarios for two VMs mentioned earlier in
System model (Figure 5). Both scenarios have the same closed workflow with a population of ten users.
The only difference is the think time (delay) between the interface invocations.

A core feature of Cloud Computing is elasticity, meaning the possibility to react to changes by
automatically adjusting configuration of virtual resources depending on the set objectives, e.g., reacting
to a certain increase in workload. CactoSim uses the SimuLizar plugin to provide the ability for data
centre operators to model a self-adaptive system. SimuLizar provides easy access to the runtime
simulation measurements by tapping into the Palladio Measurement Specification (PMS). With every
simulation step, information specified in PMS can be monitored. Then a simulated set of values are
passed on for analysis stage checking if any of the Self Adaptation Rules need to be executed. If none of
the rules were triggered then the simulation proceeds to the next step, otherwise the PCM model is
transformed according to a rule specification and the simulation proceeds to the next step with an
updated PCM model.

The simulation engine component shown at the bottom of CactoSim architecture diagram (Figure 3) is
the part of the simulation framework responsible for discrete events orchestration. It is responsible for
internal simulation timing of event execution by using separate simulation clock and generated event
queue. Simulation stop conditions such as maximum simulation time, maximum measurements count
and confidence level have to be provided to balance between execution time and the accuracy.
Performing more simulation iterations can yield better quality results but result in longer simulation
durations. The Palladio community offers two independent full feature simulation engines: SimuCom
and EventSim. In the CactoSim initial prototype the default SimuCom engine is used as it satisfies all of
the requirements of the framework, however in future releases other alternatives will be analysed and
considered depending on performance requirements.
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V. CACTOSIM GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE
The first release of CactoSim utilises the Eclipse IDE with additional elements supplied by the Palladio
plug-in to provide the modelling GUI. An update will be provided in D6.3 on work towards Task 6.4
“CactoSim management and visualisation tools” in the next iteration of the CactoSim tool. This section
describes the user interface available in the first release through giving a high level description of its
layout and functionality.

1. CACTOSIM V1.0 GRAPHICAL USER
INTERFACE DESCRIPTION
The prototype version of CactoSim is realised as a plugin to the well-known Eclipse IDE. CactoSim utilises
Palladio [1] as a base technology inheriting and extending its graphical modelling and simulation
execution tools. This section provides an overview of the simulation Graphic User Interface (GUI)
layouts and features based on a primitive step-by-step walkthrough example. The aim is to show the
available control and visualisation features by explaining controls available at different stages of the
simulation process from modelling and simulation parameterisation through to persistence of
simulation results.

Figure 9 View of Eclipse modelling GUI
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The GUI allows to drag-and-drop model elements from the pallet, arranging and connecting them within
the corresponding canvas. The modelling GUI view, as shown in Figure 9 , is composed of three main
sections:


Project view (left) – shows the lists of projects and hierarchy of files within projects located in
the workspace. This is where simulation models are created and stored. Each model is described
in XML based XMI formats and can be also represented via a generated diagram view.



Model diagram view (centre) – once the user double-clicks the diagram representation of the
model in the Project view the model diagram will be displayed. The diagram represents the
topological layout of the model elements. Different models have different visual elements
depending on model type.



Model elements palette view (right) – serves as a list holder of model element groups. The
elements displayed depend on the diagram of the model that is currently being open and will
change if the user will switch to a different diagram. For example repository diagram will have
completely different set of palette items comparing to usage model diagram.

The User has full control over the model creation and manipulation. To start a new project from the
beginning and populate it with models, the Eclipse new component wizard was extended for user
assistance shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10 Eclipse new component wizard
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The wizard can be accessed intuitively from the file menu and consists of a list of features available
under “Palladio Modelling” group. These features fully cover the creation of the initial project and all
models required for the simulation that are contained within the project. Once the required new
element option is selected, the user is directed to the step-by-step creation and naming process. All of
the models are described in detail in Chapter III, and Figures 4-8 show examples of the diagram view for
each model on the list.
After all models were created and populated the user is then required to configure simulation
parameters. Before executing the simulation, the “Run Configuration” has to be created defining a
simulation engine, the persistence framework to be used and simulation stop conditions for the
selected system models.

Figure 11 Simulation run configuration parameters

The screen presented in Figure 11 can be accessed from the standard Eclipse “Run” menu and holds
further access to the extension “SimuBench” (seen on the left) under which new simulation execution
15 | P a g e
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conditions are created. The persistence framework is responsible for simulation event monitoring and
data storage and stop conditions can be defined by the maximum simulation time or count of
measurements depending on which comes first. Simulation can be also stopped after a certain amount
of iterations when the confidence of measurements has reached a certain percentage. Once conditions
are selected and saved, the simulation can be executed by hitting the “Run” button in the bottom right
corner.

Figure 12 Simulation runtime statistical information output

Simulation execution time will largely depend on the complexity of the system model that is being
simulated, simulation stop conditions and the computer on which the simulation is executed on. As
shown in the Figure 12, during the simulation process the user receives progress information via Eclipse
console. Messages displayed in the console provide information on the type, duration and task
completion status.
Upon the simulation run being completed successfully, the results will be time-stamped and stored in
temporary memory or on the hard drive depending on the option specified during the setting of run
configuration parameters. Results can be accessed by switching to a special Eclipse perspective called
“PCM Results”. As can be seen from the Figure 13, the perspective divides the screen vertically into two
parts. The left section contains the “Experiments View” whereby the result storage is presented in the
form of a tree menu. Each experiment run is placed under an appropriate time-stamp, where the model
element sensor data is preserved. If the resource was not in use and there is no data, the “EMPTY”
indicator will be placed automatically in front of the sensor results container. The right side of the
perspective is used for quick result visualisation. In the current example, the utilisation over time of the
CPU resource on one of the nodes is shown. All of the measurements are stored in a binary form
allowing the sampling rate to be adjusted on the fly post –simulation - however (if required) data can be
exported to a non-binary format such as Comma Separated Value (CSV).
16 | P a g e
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Figure 13 JFreeChart displaying CPU utilisation over time

In conclusion, CactoSim’s initial prototype GUI inherits an ample amount of features from EMF concepts
and the Palladio plug-in. As a result, CactoSim already provides consistent simulation management tools
to aid the user throughout all three core simulation stages:


Modelling of the system



Configuration and execution of simulation



Simulation result storage and visualisation

During future Simulation Framework development the GUI will be gradually extended to complement
new features, maintaining an adequate level of user experience through the outpout of “Task 6.4:
CactoSim Management and Visualisation Tools”.
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VI. PROVISIONING
CactoSim is Eclipse based, meaning it is available as a plugin for the Eclipse IDE and is installed like every
other plugin. It is worth mentioning that Eclipse supports automatic dependency resolution allowing for
the downloading of missing supporting software components on the fly, making the whole installation
process user friendly.
CactoSim plugins can be installed from two locations. The first location is part of the Continuous
Integration (CI) experimental repository which is automatically compiled every day to form the most
recent build. This makes latest advancements in the development available to the user, but may be
unstable and contain bugs. The second location is a more stable repository where new versions of
mature and tested builds are periodically made available based on the feature release schedule.
In order to install CactoSim, start an instance of Eclipse, then via the Help menu select “Install New
Software” option and point to the CactoSim repository location. At this stage Eclipse will connect to the
repository and retrieve all of the available versions that are available for selection. Installation then
commences by following simple on-screen instructions.
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VII. LICENSING
CactoSim will be made available under the Eclipse Public License, EPL Version 1.0, see [9] for the full text
of this license. This grants the following rights, quoted from [10]:


To copy, adapt and distribute the program in source or object code form



To distribute the code in object code form alone under a different licence, provided that licence
is compatible with the EPL



Patent rights from all contributors to use and make available the code



To distribute works which contain the code in combination with new code modules, and to
license the new code modules in any way the distributor wishes

For compatibility with the underlying tools it is required that CactoSim builds upon (extends and
modifies) Palladio-Bench (http://www.palladio-simulator.com/) and the SimuLizar simulation engine
(https://sdqweb.ipd.kit.edu/wiki/SimuLizar) which are both also available under EPL version 1.0. Future
tools may also be considered in the next iteration.
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VIII. FEATURE DESCRIPTION: CACTOSIM RELEASE 1.0 (INITIAL
PROTOTYPE) FEATURE DESCRIPTION
It is planned that CactoSim is to be delivered in three prototype releases: an initial prototype release
D6.1 (CactoSim 1.0) in Month 12, an intermediate release D6.3 (CactoSim 2.0) in Month 24, and a final
release D6.4 (CactoSim 3.0) in Month 32. The following tables describe proposed features, scope and
description of each of these releases. Note that the features included in these tables are planned
features and are subject to change over the duration of the project as research is carried out into the
requirements and design of CactoSim taking related component/tool development into account.

Release Month: 12
Feature Name

Scope and Description

Base discrete event simulation

Base engine providing capability to model the operation of a
system as a discrete sequence of events in time using

engine

SimuCom within the Palladio environment.
This release utilises the Palladio component model (PCM)

CactoSim Release 1.0 (Initial Prototype)

which captures the software architecture with respect to
Initial component model

static structure, behaviour, deployment/allocation and
resource environment. Using this as a base, this will be
extended in future releases.
This release utilises the SimuLizer plug-in for Palladio in

Initial self-adaptive system
analyser

order to provide support for modelling self-adaptive cloud
computing systems at design time, modified in later releases.
Ability to represent the application behaviour without full

Initial black and grey box

knowledge of its inner workings, performance prediction

behaviour model

being based on obtained historical data and other relevant
assumptions.
Extension to the utilisation of the PCM model providing an

Initial memory model

addition to the existing CPU and HDD models representing
hardware memory and associated features.
For this version, a modified version of Eclipse-based drag-

Initial graphical user interface

and-drop UI utilising Palladio

Figure 14. CactoSim release 1.0: features, scope and description
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Referring to Figure 14, the following are a description of the planned features for the CactoSim initial
release (CactoSim 1.0):

Base discrete event simulation engine
The engine is responsible for discrete event orchestration and scheduling. Each event evokes system
change described within the model constraints. This is required in order to provide the user with the
capability to model the operation of the system as a discrete sequence of events. For this release, the
abstract simulation engine SimuCom is used to provide this capability within the Palladio environment.
SimuCom itself is based on the discrete simulation libraries of Desmo-J [11] and satisfies the initial
prototype requirements, however in future releases the performance of the engine will be evaluated for
further improvement assessment.

Initial component model
This release utilises the Palladio component model (PCM), which captures the software architecture
with respect to static structure, behaviour, deployment/allocation and resource environment. The
PCM’s main focus is on detailed software architecture design providing powerful tools for software
development planning where hardware models are feature lacking i.e., absence of memory resource, no
hardware virtualisation support. CactoSim is using PCM as a base, adding a memory model in the first
release and is planning on adding virtualisation support via a layered component model together with
releasing I/O model update year three.

Initial self-adaptive system analyser
This release utilises the SimuLizar plug-in for Palladio in order to provide support for modelling selfadaptive cloud computing systems at design time. SimuLizar introduces a model to describe sensors
called Palladio Measurement Specification (PMS) and self-adaptation rules captured using standard
model transformation operational set of languages (QVTo) or Story Diagrams. PMS used to declare
simulated system monitoring attributes such as sensor location, performance metric type, time interval
type and statistical characterisation then monitored information used to trigger the self-adaptation
rules for model transformations at simulation runtime. CactoSim will use PMS to create custom
measurement points required by new extensions added to the PCM i.e. energy consumption model.
Custom self-adaptive rules will be created for the CACTOS project to describe optimisation strategies
proposed by CactoOpt within simulation domain.

Initial black and grey box behaviour model
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In order to forecast data centre resource utilisation we need to model the behaviour of individual VMs.
However, cloud data centre providers usually only have access to the VM attributes and coarse
workload history information. These few parameters tell very little about the internal software design
and are insufficient for creating detailed application behaviour prediction models. Therefore, the first
release of CactoSim concentrates on introducing black and grey box behaviour models for IaaS
applications.
LAN

Compute Node

NAS Node

VM CPU and
Memory
Consumption

VM Storage
Consumption

Usage Model

Figure 15 Black box sample diagram

As the names imply, the behaviour models provide the ability to simulate IaaS cloud applications
through coarse-grained behaviour models. The black box behaviour models are based on and described
solely in terms of their resource consumption levels. Their temporal change is determined by matching
them to the historical workload data of the node. Different use cases will require a variation of the
software model depending on the specific hardware resource allocation methods, for example in Figure
15 application is divided into two parts – Memory, CPU consumption and storage I/O consumption. This
separation is required to fit the cloud provider physical hardware topology model where storage is
separated from the compute nodes and is accessed via the Local Area Network (LAN).

Initial memory model
As the internally employed Palladio Component Model is focused on high-level architectural
performance predictions, it does not include a specific model for the Memory resource. In CACTOS we
have identified possible requirement for such a model within the Enterprise Application use case which
focuses around in-memory database. To address this need and satisfy all use case conditions at an early
stage a memory model was introduced into the first release. The proposed initial memory model will
have support for throughput prediction in the first iteration. This step also serves as a foundation for
identifying possible further extensions driven by simulation accuracy needs within real system use case.

Initial graphical user interface
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This version uses the Eclipse-based drag and drop graphical user interface provided through the use of
Palladio. It offers use of extended visual modelling tools provided by the Eclipse Modelling Framework
(EMF). Future releases will continue to focus on expanding the tools improving user experience.
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IX. CACTOSIM PLANNED FUTURE RELEASES
This section gives planned future releases with descriptions of proposed features. These are
subject to change as the project progresses.
Release Month: 24
Planned Feature Name

Planned Scope and Description
This release utilises the SimuLizer plug-in for Palladio in
order to provide support for modelling self-adaptive cloud

CactoSim Release 2.0 (Intermediate Prototype)

computing systems at design time. Planned modifications for
year 2 include the use of real world optimisation models
Self-adaptive system analyser

within the simulated environment. Features will be
developed towards CactoScale model retrieval (logical and
physical data centre models) and automated transformation
of CactoOpt optimisation models for use in simulation.
Ability to represent the application behaviour without full

Intermediate Black and grey box

knowledge of its inner workings, performance prediction

behaviour model

being based on obtained historical data and other relevant
assumptions.
Gives capability to simulate energy consumption of the cloud

Intermediate energy model

data centre based on the historical data and direct system
measurements through CactoScale.
Introduction to resource containers for Virtual Machines,

Layered component model

which includes a representation of Hypervisor resource
access abstraction layer.

Figure 16. CactoSim release 2.0: features, scope and description (subject to change)
Referring to Figure 16, the following are a description of the planned features for the CactoSim
intermediate release (CactoSim 2.0):


Self-adaptive system analyser. This release utilises the SimuLizer plug-in for Palladio in order to
provide support for modelling self-adaptive cloud computing systems at design time. Planned
modifications for year 2 include the use of real world optimisation models within the simulated
environment. Features will be developed towards CactoScale model retrieval (logical and
physical data centre models) and automated transformation of CactoOpt optimisation models
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for use in simulation. The adoption of optimisation models will allow for optimisation rules to
be executed directly within the simulation.


Intermediate Black and grey box behaviour model. In order to forecast data centre resource
utilisation we need to model the behaviour of each VM. However, cloud data centre providers
usually only have access to the VM attributes and coarse workload history information. These
few parameters tell very little about the internal software design and are insufficient for
creating detailed application behaviour prediction models. Therefore, the first release of
CactoSim concentrates on solving this problem by introducing black and grey box behaviour
models for IaaS applications. As the names imply, the behaviour models provide the ability to
simulate IaaS cloud applications through coarse granular behaviour models. The black box
behaviour models are based and described solely in terms of their resource consumption levels.
Their temporal change is determined by matching them to the historical workload data of the
node.



Intermediate energy model. Energy consumption prediction is a very important topic for
CACTOS and cloud computing in general. It is planned that the initial energy model release will
concentrate on static energy consumption data available from the infrastructure specification
together with the behaviour models and representative calibration experiments for the energy
models, which are carried out at node level. This forms the first step towards more
sophisticated energy consumption predictions that also account for the migration of VMs and
the different power states of hardware resources.



Layered component model. It is planned that this version will give the capability to model and
experiment with simulations of resource containers for Virtual Machines, which includes a
representation of the hypervisor resource access abstraction layer.

Release Month: 32

(Final Prototype)

CactoSim Release 3.0

Planned Feature Name
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This final release provides support for modelling selfadaptive cloud computing systems at design time, including

Final self-adaptive system

the use of real world optimisation models within the

analyser

simulated environment. Features include CactoScale model
retrieval (logical and physical data centre models) and
automated transformation of CactoOpt optimisation models.
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Ability to represent the application behaviour without full
Final black and grey box

knowledge of its inner workings, performance prediction

behaviour model

being based on obtained historical data and other relevant
assumptions.
Gives ability to adjust the simulation model to include disk
I/O consumption measurements. This model will address the

I/O model

recent advancement in the fast and network storage
development.
Gives capability to simulate energy consumption of the cloud

Final energy model

data centre based on the historical data and direct system
measurements through CactoScale.
Introduction to resource containers for Virtual Machines,

Final layered component
model

which includes a representation of Hypervisor resource
access abstraction layer.

Figure 17. CactoSim release 3.0: features, scope and description (subject to change)

Referring to Figure 17, the following are a description of the planned features for the CactoSim final
release (CactoSim 3.0):


Final self-adaptive system analyser. This final release provides support for modelling selfadaptive cloud computing systems at design time, including the use of real world optimisation
models within the simulated environment. Features include CactoScale model retrieval (logical
and physical data centre models) and automated transformation of CactoOpt optimisation
models.



Final black and grey box behaviour model. In order to forecast data centre resource utilisation
we need to model the behaviour of each VM. However, cloud data centre providers usually only
have access to the VM attributes and coarse workload history information. These few
parameters tell very little about the internal software design and are insufficient for creating
detailed application behaviour prediction models. Therefore, the first release of CactoSim
concentrates on solving this problem by introducing black and grey box behaviour models for
IaaS applications. As the names imply, the behaviour models provide the ability to simulate IaaS
cloud applications through coarse granular behaviour models. The black box behaviour models
are based and described solely in terms of their resource consumption levels. Their temporal
change is determined by matching them to the historical workload data of the node.
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I/O model. The I/O model gives ability to adjust the simulation model to include disk I/O
consumption measurements. This model will address the recent advancement in the fast and
network storage development. It will be designed to account for differences between
read/write speeds and architectural differences between standard Hard Drive Devices, Solid
State Disks, RAID versions and Network Attached Storage.



Final energy model. Energy consumption prediction is a very important topic for CACTOS and
cloud computing in general. It is planned that the final energy model release will concentrate on
static energy consumption data available from the infrastructure specification together with the
behaviour models and representative calibration experiments for the energy models, which are
carried out at node level. This forms the first step towards more sophisticated energy
consumption predictions that also account for the migration of VMs and the different power
states of hardware resources. It is planned that the final energy model release will also account
for occurring operational delays and energy consumption that result from VM launches,
migrations and switching between the hardware power states offered by power management
APIs such as Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI).



Final layered component model. It is planned that this version will give the capability to model
and experiment with simulations of resource containers for Virtual Machines, which includes a
representation of the hypervisor resource access abstraction layer. By introducing a layered
component model, separate virtual resources assigned by hypervisors to VM with the physical
resources provided by hardware can be modelled.
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